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Overview
The Principals Australia Institute uses a development framework called the
L5 leadership framework for current and aspiring principals and leaders.
The PAI L5 Leadership Framework is an accessible professional
development tool for leadership teams and individual leaders.
The L5 Leadership Framework has been designed around five statements
about leadership development and how leadership capability is built.
Working with the framework is an easy way to meet the national Professional Standard for
Principals.
It is available in different formats designed to suit your needs
hardcopy books
through professional development sessions – standard or customised
as online units
and soon via webinars and media clips.
The L5 leadership framework is used within major national projects on their materials for leaders –
including MindMatters, KidsMatter Primary, palnet and Dare to Lead.

Hardcopy PAI Leadership Materials
The basic hardcopy volume is Learn; Lead: Succeed. Learn: Lead: Succeed is to be joined in the
second half of 2012 by 4 more books based around the L5 and addressing major issues.
The working titles of the new volumes are:
Leading Change and Innovation
Leading Curriculum, Teaching and Learning
Your best year yet (health and wellbeing for leaders)
Leading People
In addition we are working on two key volumes with our national professional association partners
‘So you want to be a Principal’ (working title only and aimed at a secondary audience) and ‘Leading
for better outcomes for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students.’
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PAI Leadership Professional development
PAI offers both standard and customized leadership professional development for schools and other
educational and commercial locations.
Each module in our leadership training enables aspiring, emerging and experienced leaders to
achieve key aspects of the National Professional Standard for Principals.
Our five PAI standard training days are built around our five key leadership statements
Leadership starts from within
Leadership is about influencing others
Leadership develops a rich learning environment
Leadership builds professionalism and management capability
Leadership inspires leadership actions and aspirations in others
We can customize and adapt our training for schools.
Our professional development is linked to our online and hardcopy materials. Training is costed to
suit school, regional and association budgets.

PAI Online leadership materials
The L5 Leadership online modules are aimed at principals, executives and middle management,
current and aspiring leaders or anyone interested in learning more about leadership in education.
Use the online modules to fit in with your time needs.
The online modules have been designed to have a natural flow, but also can stand-alone.
The free modules are designed to give you an introduction and to show you the possibilities of using
the L5 leadership framework to address specific issues and priorities in your school.

Download the foundation module Learn: Lead: Succeed for free
The purchasable modules are organised in groups around each leadership statement of the L5
Framework. Each module has a downloadable activity booklet.
To continue to build your leadership understanding in all areas choose one Module from each of the
5 leadership statements or alternatively ten modules from across all areas.
You can purchase further modules online. Contact us to preview purchasable modules. You may
purchase one module at a time or purchase access to all modules for a 6 or 12 month period.
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